Lawrence is an honest, caring and sweet child. His caregivers report that Lawrence is a shy boy who loves hugs and spending time with people he cares about. He is compassionately protective of those he loves.

Lawrence tells his peers that if they are upset they can talk to him. Math is his favorite subject in school, and when he grows up he wants to be an engineer who “fixes stuff and builds stuff.” This is probably why he loves to play with Legos and draw.

Lawrence enjoys playing with Beyblades, video games and coloring. A dream day for Lawrence would be going camping, drinking hot chocolate with marshmallows, and being able to watch Netflix on his tablet while he falls asleep in his tent. Lawrence states he is proud when he gets rewarded by grown-ups for good behavior.

Family is important to Lawrence. He has siblings he is close to and would like to maintain contact with them. Are you a family who enjoys camping and playing games? Would you be excited to see Lawrence continue to grow into a wonderful young man?

For more information on Lawrence, contact Jessica Mooney at 937-276-1659 or jessica.mooney@jfs.ohio.gov.